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Introduction 

In today’s highly mobile society the typical homeowner is likely to sell and relocate an average of once 

every 5 to 10 years. This will be a consequence of one or more of a variety of life changes. Have you 

recently married? Perhaps you’ve just given birth to or adopted a new baby. Are you newlyweds or an 

expanding family in need of more space? You might be an empty-nester. Once our children leave home 

our territorial requirements naturally diminish. At the same time the advent of retirement may herald its 

own dynamic when logic dictates downsizing to a home geared more toward accessibility and ‘aging in 

place.’ 

The demand for relocation may be employment related. If you’re in the military, for example, and receive 

a new posting the pressure for a relatively quick sale can add a vigorous new element to an already 

challenging process. On the other hand, your move may stem from the simple desire to live nearer family 

or cherished friends. 

Whatever the motivation, the fact is that our homes are often the largest material investment we’ll ever 

make, and we naturally want to capitalize on that investment to realize optimum profit at time of sale. 

Regardless of the price point of your home, condo or small bungalow, split entry or sprawling rancher, 

lakefront property or luxury dwelling, ensuring you receive true value for your home is essential. 

You might not correspond to any of the previous categories. You may be a contractor or hobbyist who 

enjoys flipping houses for fun or profit. The same dynamics apply and it’s no secret that selling a home is 

a complicated procedure, commonly fraught with stress and emotion. 

The knowledge contained in this book, if applied, will prove an invaluable guide. By streamlining and 

defining the transaction it will minimize stress and optimize profit. At the same time you may be 

pleasantly surprised to discover you’ve actually enjoyed the process and are now prepared to move on to 

your next home or project. 

The vast majority of people are, by nature, visual. We tend to gravitate toward things that are pleasing to 

the eye. Emotions, as well, are a major determining factor in consumer buying behaviour and a house is 

certainly no exception. The ‘American Dream’ endures in our desire for an appealing, move-in ready 
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home that allows us to maintain busy lives and careers. Today’s home buyer embodies higher expectations 

than in the past and the majority of purchasers are wary of ‘fixer-uppers.’ While they may be willing to 

undertake improvements gleaned from episodes of HGTV, it’s a smaller percentage of potential buyers 

who understand, or are likely to commit to the demands and costs involved in a major renovation. This is 

especially true of military families who tend to move frequently and are less likely to have the time to 

undertake the work or realize a return on their investment. 

We’re unlikely to encounter anyone who doesn’t wish to capitalize on the sale of their house or expend 

some energy to achieve that goal and as most of us are acutely aware, there’s no shortage of places to apply 

that profit. It could allow you to upgrade to a better home in a more desirable neighbourhood. Those 

extra dollars might facilitate a memorable vacation, or fund an RESP, or simply provide a nest egg for a 

rainy day. Whatever the case, every dollar counts. Yet it’s a myth that one must spend a lot to make a lot. 

In fact, a relatively small expenditure in the short term can net you some serious bucks in the long term. 

Although I garner immense pleasure and satisfaction from assisting homeowners and contractors to move 

their properties, if there’s one thing my experience as a home stager has taught me it’s that staging a home 

to achieve top selling price is just one factor in a larger equation. The real estate industry is in a continual 

state of change. This has never been as apparent as in today’s challenging economic climate with both 

buyers and sellers who are better informed and expect more for their hard earned dollars than ever before. 

All this notwithstanding, there once was a time, not so long ago, when I too didn’t fully comprehend all 

the compelling reasons why selling your own home might not be such a great idea. After all, one need 

simply install a ‘For Sale’ sign on the front lawn and wait for the phone to start ringing. Right? Well, not 

quite, although the ‘For Sale By Owner’ (FSBO) is neither necessarily doomed to failure nor a fool’s cause 

consider the wisdom of Albert Einstein, who said, “A clever person solves a problem. A wise person 

avoids it.” People can and do sell their homes without professional help from a realtor. But the fact is that 

the dynamics of selling a home are many and complex, and unless you have the necessary experience, or 

happen to thrive on chaos, wade with caution into the turbulent waters of ‘For Sale By Owner.’ The 

professional realtor exists, and has endured for good reason, and if you choose to go it alone be prepared 

to engage in some decidedly serious spadework as you undertake what can amount to a full time job.  

There are legitimate reasons why selling your own home is not just immensely challenging, but can 

severely limit the number of prospective buyers you’re able to reach. Within these pages you’ll learn why. 
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You’ll also come to understand the commission structure and the possible pitfall of working with a 

discount brokerage, the merits of a pre-inspection, you will gain insight into the psychology of home 

buying and of the strategies available to facilitate the process along with all the information you require to 

maximize your investment return while ensuring less stress and more enjoyment.
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Chapter 1 – Why You Should Hire a Licensed Real Estate Professional 

For Sale By Owner 

It is, quite simply, a misconception that selling your own home is easy. Every time I spot a ‘For Sale By Owner’ sign 

I’m tempted to stop and knock on the door. I can’t help wondering if the owners understand what they’re 

undertaking or, more importantly, whether they realize how they are greatly limiting the number of potential 

buyers for their property. Perhaps they’re already in the throes of the operation and beginning to doubt their 

decision to go it alone. 

Sure, you can google ‘how to sell your home without a realtor’ and find thousands of results. And as the owner of a 

home staging and decoration business it would be disingenuous of me not to highlight the value of staging in the 

sale of your house. Yet, if asked to distill the knowledge contained in these pages to a single phrase it would be, “hire 

an experienced, reputable realtor.”  

Consider the following. Are you capable of or prepared to screen potential buyers to determine their financial 

status? Can they afford your asking price? Are they serious or perhaps more importantly, honest? Can you make 

yourself available outside the constraints of regular work and family responsibilities to schedule and manage 

viewings? What’s more, most buyers are frankly not comfortable viewing a home when the owners are present. 

They want to be able to move freely through the property and comment on its pros and cons. This can be awkward 

with homeowners hovering nearby. Are you really prepared for all that is involved with selling your home by 

yourself?  

Pricing Your Home 

How do you determine the selling price of your home? This is a great deal more complicated than conjuring a figure 

based on similar homes in your area. Property pricing goes beyond statistics. It demands a profound knowledge of 

the market and the array of details that make a home attractive to a diverse combination of prospective buyers – 

knowledge gained from experience.  
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What’s more, sellers are notoriously guilty of emotional attachment to their homes and for good reason. The home 

has been the centre of their lives, often for many years. They may have invested considerable time and resources in 

its upkeep and improvement. This makes objectivity in pricing a difficult and often painful exercise. A realtor, on 

the other hand, can view your home objectively, bringing to bear the sum of their experience and know-how 

combined with a professional market analyses to price it correctly. 

In his book, ‘Driven’, Robert Herjavec, co-star of CBC’s Dragons’ Den, discusses the intricacies of pricing your 

venture. He notes, “Your company is worth what the market says it’s worth.” He goes on to elaborate that no matter 

if your company’s bank account is in overdraft or its coffers contain a million dollars in cash neither business owner 

nor accountants dictate the current value. Only the market can do that. And real estate is no different. 

You may love your home, feel it’s the best in the area, but it will sell only for what the market can bear at that time. 

Unreasonable and unjustified pricing of your home above comparable homes will inevitably result in it remaining 

on the market longer. What’s more, if and when an offer does materialize, overpricing tends to make negotiating a 

mutually satisfactory sale price difficult at best. 

Almost 90% of buyers search online for homes, which adds another element to the pricing strategy – how to ensure 

your pricing is targeted as broadly and ideally as possible. Buyers tend to search in increments ranging from $10,000 

to $100,000 or more. Pricing your home at $299,900 can exclude you from search results in the $300,000 to 

$320,000 range. Pricing your home at $300,000 might be a better idea? An experienced realtor will help you 

strategically set your price for optimum exposure. 

Simply put, homes that are priced right at time of listing should spend far less time on the market. 

Marketing and Networking 

You may feel you can handle all the research, paperwork and myriad of other details involved in the sale of your 

property. But what about the actual marketing for your home? Do you have the skill needed to effectively market 

your home, and a way of reaching the many potential buyers needed to generate a valid offer? Just like the classic 

bricks and mortar retail business your home demands marketing to build awareness and create customers. 
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Realtors will have a variety of marketing programs to promote your home to buyers. These may be targeted 
publications, online sites like Kijiji or Craigslist, paid mailings and so on. Many realtors maintain Facebook 
business pages which are potent sources for clientele, both buyers and sellers. They also possess an extensive 
network of people to whom they can market your home, from other realtors and their clients, to past clients of their 
own who may be cycling back into the market as buyers. Some realtors do specialize as buyers’ agents but more 
commonly will represent both buyers and sellers. They are constantly networking and communicating with other 
professionals in their field which makes for a dynamic and evolving source of potential customers. 

In Canada, Realtor.ca is the online system for residential real estate property listings. In the U.S., Redfin, Zillow and 
Trulia are the most popular sites for buyers actively seeking the home of their dreams. Listing your home on 
professional sites is critical. 

According to a 2013 study by ‘the National Association of REALTORS®’ Profile of Home Buyers and Sellers, 89% of 
people searching for a home will do so online and this is not just the younger generation. The same study noted that 
75% of senior buyers also avail themselves of this inventory of homes. If you’re not listed online you’re essentially 
only relying on drive-bys, newspaper ads or word of mouth. Your audience of potential buyers is severely limited. A 
2014 survey by ‘the National Association of REALTORS®’ indicates only 9% of buyers find their new home via a ‘for 
sale’ sign on the front lawn and a mere 1% through newspaper advertising. That’s nearly 90% of the potential 
market for your house you’re not able to reach by foregoing an online presence! Working with a realtor will expand 
that customer audience in a way that is difficult, if not impossible, for most homeowners to achieve on their own. 

Additionally, when you work with a full time real estate professional you are able to tap into their comprehensive 
network of service providers such as contractors and tradespeople, home inspectors, mortgage brokers and lawyers, 
not to mention the ever important home stager. Having these professionals available to you, vetted by your realtor, 
can save you trouble and valuable time. 

Negotiating and Closing the Deal 

How fluent are you in the complexities of the agreement of purchase and sale? Furthermore, and here one must be 
unequivocally honest with oneself, how adept are you at negotiation? Realtors belong to a national professional 
organization, the Canadian Real Estate Association (CREA). They must first study to pass a licensing exam and 
commit to on-going annual mandatory education programs in order to remain licensed. They speak the same 
professional language. There is an entire nomenclature involved in an agreement of purchase and sale and its 
negotiation and much of it is complex legalese.  
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When I worked as an international trade show manager I was often required to conduct business in countries where 

the official language was not English. Conducting business negotiations when you don’t fully understand the 

language, while by no means boring, isn’t much fun and can be counter-productive. What’s more, it’s a fact that the 

majority of people are simply not comfortable with negotiation. Techniques and devices can be learned but skillful 

negotiation is as much art as science. It’s an ability built upon experience, and when combined with an intuitive 

wisdom is a powerful tool. Professional realtors are trained negotiators, a talent they will use to get the best possible 

price and terms for their clients. 

It’s worth mentioning that the majority of potential buyers are likely to be represented by a realtor and if you’re 

representing yourself you’ll likely be going up against a trained negotiator. Are you prepared for this? Mere 

confidence in your own abilities is no guarantee of success. Assuming you’re able to navigate your way through all 

the intricacies of marketing and negotiating the terms of an offer, you then must ensure that the many subsequent 

details and legalities of the transaction are dealt with. Financing deadlines, tests and inspections, and negotiated 

improvements. Then there’s the actual closing. This is where many deals can fail due to a variety of possible 

eventualities. The realtor is your personal ‘expert guide’. He/she has already guided you through the array of 

processes and paperwork, will have anticipated such possibilities and can maneuver through them to a successful 

closing. 

Still convinced you’ll make more money selling your home yourself? You may get lucky, but ponder the fact that the 

same 2013 ‘National Association of REALTORS®’ Profile of Home Buyers and Sellers study showed that houses sold 

by realtors not only sold faster than owner sold homes but netted, on average, 13% more profit. 

Commissions 

Here’s the reality – professional realtors may find it challenging to deal with a home for sale by the owner and may 

be reluctant to do so when their buyers find a FSBO they’re interested in. In the first place there may not be a 

guaranteed remuneration from the home owner for all the energy they’ve already invested in their buyer client 

when the existing fee structure that typically governs their industry market area does not apply to the owner sold 

home. They know, as well, that the majority of homeowners generally lack the experience required to properly work 

through the negotiation, contract and closing details. The realtor who agrees to work with an unrepresented 

owner/seller can expect frustration and set-backs and will rarely be disappointed in that regard. 
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It’s common to hear the complaint, “Real estate agents! They take 5% of the selling price…and for what?” My intent 

is not to try and justify the realtor’s commission, but rather to clarify how it’s broken down while providing an 

understanding of the advantages of hiring a professional agent. 

Assume, as a seller, you’ve agreed to pay a 5% commission to your real estate brokerage on the sale of your home. 

When you enter into that contract referred to a Seller Brokerage Agreement you’re actually agreeing to pay the 

brokerage with whom your realtor is associated the 5% commission, and at time of closing of the sale, and not the 

realtor directly. Upon completion of the sale the brokerage disburses the commission money, typically in a 50/50 

split between listing and selling brokers, each receiving 2.5% of the agreed upon 5% total commission.  The money 

is then split again; that is, within each of the independent listing and selling brokerage, with a portion paid to that 

brokerage’s listing and selling realtor and a portion remaining with the brokerage firm itself. The fee split within the 

individual brokerages, between realtor and broker, varies depending on a number of factors taking into account 

deductions for mandatory industry and marketing expenses. But, obviously, the realtor is not netting 5% of the sale 

price of the home. Out of all those pieces of the commission the individual realtors and their brokers have to cover 

their own costs and overhead. Mandatory industry costs, office rent or mortgage. Heat and light. Paper. Staffing. 

Vehicle costs and fuel. Marketing and advertising. The list is long and wide but actual dollar amounts paid to each 

professional individual’s account is not as self-evident as one might assume. You might understand that each realtor 

is self-employed within their Brokerage umbrella and not a salaried employee of same.

Nonetheless, a 5% commission can be a sizeable chunk of change, all the more reason to ensure your home is priced 

right, shows as well as possible and garners top dollar in the least amount of time. 

Choosing the Right Realtor 

Hiring an experienced realtor who will work diligently on your behalf is simply one of the most important steps in 

selling your home. The best realtors generate the majority of their business through referrals. Ask a friend or family 

member, a work or business associate whose judgement and opinion you trust, if they can recommend someone. 

Interview more than one realtor if you sense you’re ambivalent about the first one you meet. If you’re uncertain 

about someone, listen to your intuition. It’s vital that you feel comfortable with the brokerage and their realtor 

associate you choose. 

Let’s consider listing price. You may be inclined to list with the brokerage that suggests the highest price for your 

home. Be certain they’re not establishing a high price as a means to obtain the listing because it’s the price they 
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know you want to hear. A good realtor will price your home appropriate to the current market to obtain the best 

possible price in the least amount of time. Having your home sit on the market for an extended period with little or 

no action serves only to waste everyone’s time and energy; including the realtor. 

It’s not at all uncommon for homeowners who opt for the ‘For Sale By Owner’ route to experience a series of price 

reductions before finally succumbing to desperation and calling a realtor. Meanwhile, they’ve squandered valuable 

marketing time and are probably frustrated with the toll taken on their families and personal lives. 

The Discount Illusion 

Discount brokerages seem to be popping up like dandelions these days, providing a spectrum of services from a 

basic do-it-yourself package to a deeply discounted commission structure. They recognize a need, after all, there will 

always be people determined to go it alone and inevitably some manage to achieve success. The better discount 

brokerages offer packages that range from basic to premium with a sliding scale of commission structure depending 

on which you choose. You may be wise to choose their premium package and have guidance through the process if 

you’re not comfortable with the selling process and all the details you will have to handle going it alone if you 

choose a bottom tier package.  Choosing the bottom tier package may result in additional time you’re likely to 

spend on the market before finally achieving a sale, it begs the question, how much money will I really save? 

Considering what we’ve covered so far, including an understanding of commission structure, it’s obvious how you 

may be limiting your access to potential buyers by signing on with a discount firm – one that offers 1-2% 

commission only, or no commission for example. If it’s the case that you’re completely independent of the business 

you’ve listed through, be at least prepared to offer any realtor willing to represent a buyer for you some reasonable 

form of compensation for his/her efforts. If, on the other hand, the buyer comes to you directly you may be certain 

they’re expecting your sale price to reflect the absence of normal commission fees. 

If you do list with a brokerage that agrees to offer a minimal commission, it should be apparent why a realtor would 

not present your home to his/her buyer clients. The realtor has probably spent considerable time and expense with 

his buyers already and it’s unlikely 1%, less all his associated costs, will make the transaction worth his/her while. 

Imagine working for a salary or hourly wage and having your employer decide to cut your pay by half while 

expecting same work performance results. 
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Timing 

Depending on individual examples there may not be a ‘best time to list’ and it’s a myth that the market really only 

happens in the spring, late summer and early fall. Different seasons and markets create different situations. Your 

realtor can advise you regarding current market conditions in your area so that you can make an informed decision. 

However, perhaps it’s late fall and circumstance dictates that you list your home then. This need not be cause for 

concern. In fact, many realtors find December and January their busiest months. As autumn retreats before winter’s 

promise many homeowners will decide to remove their listings from the market until the following spring and 

others, who may be considering listing, will decide to wait. This drop in real estate market inventory can 

dramatically reduce your competition for available buyers. In fact, the market inventory levels can be as much as a 

third of what is typically on the market at other times of the year. 

Buyers in the late fall and winter tend to be very motivated. They may want to be in their new homes for the holiday 

season. Many choose to take time off from busy careers during the holidays to focus on finding a new home. This is 

especially true for first time homeowners. Drive around or check online to see what listings are still up in your 

neighbourhood or ask a realtor. They have the overall access to market data that will facilitate your decision. 

This could be the ideal time to bring in a home stager to make your home as appealing as possible to those 

motivated buyers on the hunt. No matter the season or market conditions, it’s essential your house presents the best 

it can, is priced right, and you yourself are motivated enough to sell that you work diligently with your realtor and 

other professionals to achieve the best results possible.
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 Chapter 2 – The Value in Pre-Inspections 

There’s no denying the importance of a good home inspection. As is the case with sourcing a good realtor, an 

inspector referred by someone you trust is a good place to start. After that, ask questions. How much experience do 

they have? Are they graduates of a home inspection program, do they have practical familiarity with the 

construction trades? Some of the best inspectors have been journeyman tradespeople, often retired from the rigours 

of their trade, with extensive renovation experience. They may be specialists in a particular aspect of the building 

trade, and are familiar enough with aspects of all other sub-trades (electrical, plumbing, carpentry and so on) that 

they’re capable of auditing all of your home’s systems. The cream of the crop will be ‘Peter Parkers’, possessing a 

kind of spider sense that will alert them to issues intuitively before they even identify the causes.   

Uncle Bob 

Having ‘Uncle Bob’ do your inspection is probably not a good idea, assuming Uncle Bob’s not a qualified inspector 

or tradesperson. Certainly it’s not going to cut it as a valid inspection you can employ as a marketing tool. On the 

other hand, you will encounter buyers who’re willing to have their Dad, or their Uncle Bob, do their inspection. 

Also not a good idea as it can open the negotiation process to a host of issues if they don’t have the credentials to 

back up their findings, whatever their validity. It’s essential that any agreement of purchase and sale stipulate that 

inspections are to be performed by a licensed professional who can be held responsible for their actions. 

Whoever does your inspection note their level of preparedness. If they don’t arrive armed with the right stuff then 

warning bells should be ringing in your mind. I’m talking about ladders and a good flashlight, moisture and 

electrical meters at the very least. A proper inspection could easily take the better part of a day and will involve 

every part of the home and should be followed by a consult and a detailed written report of findings. Beware the 

inspector who breezes through in an hour, fills out a brief checklist and asks to be paid.  

Not so long ago it was strictly buyers who commissioned a home inspection as part of the conditions of an accepted 

offer. Nowadays the pre-inspection is moving rapidly from trend to essential for placing your home on the market. 

Here’s why. Placing that pre-inspection topper on your ‘for sale’ sign is an indicator of your own confidence in your 

product and a powerful marketing device. This doesn’t mean any potential buyers won’t perform an inspection of 

their own once an offer is hammered out. In fact, I would deem it a necessity. But the pre-inspection has significant 

value for the seller for a number of reasons. 
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Knowledge is Power 

When I sold my last home I was unaware of a minor mold issue in a remote part of the attic, at least until the buyers 

had their own inspection completed. In the end it amounted to a $900 repair bill, and I was fortunate when the 

buyers agreed to a $900 deduction from the selling price. The real issue was the stress involved in worrying whether 

the buyers might decide to simply walk away from the deal. 

The ramifications involved in identifying problems beforehand go far beyond the simple knowledge a pre-

inspection offers. As in my own case you may be unaware of those problems but know this – buyers are wary 

creatures. They naturally don’t wish to be saddled with the legendary ‘money pit’ and are constantly on the lookout 

for ammunition that will afford leverage for forcing down the price. This, of course, is as it should be in a healthy 

market but part of the seller’s job is to ensure there’s as little ammunition available as possible. Leave the inspection 

to the buyer and you may find yourself scrambling to remediate an issue within the time frame stipulated in your 

agreement of purchase and sale.  

The period pending finalization of a conditional offer is a delicate one. This is when buyers can, for many reasons 

(inspection issues, financing, disclosures, etc.), lose interest or get cold feet, demand refund of their deposit and 

simply walk away. During the time you, as a seller, have accepted the buyer’s offer, your property has an acceptable 

offer and the conditions are worked off in a timely manner and as outlined in the agreement.  You may receive 

other and subsequent offers, however they are ‘back up offers’ so to speak and will remain so for the (unlikely) event 

your first offer falls through due to dissatisfaction of set up conditions. Whatever the circumstances, this is a period 

fraught with its own particular anxiety and stress. But discover problems beforehand, and it places you the seller in 

command. You can choose to fix the issues yourself or simply reveal them to any buyers along with valid estimates 

for their rectification. Choice is your ally. 

From a buyer’s point of view, the pre-inspection portrays the seller as open and honest. It’s demoralizing to get 

excited about a home, place an offer and have it accepted and then discover major issues when an inspection occurs. 

Even the most seemingly pragmatic of buyers brings a degree of emotion to the process. A buyer who has been 

through this already by investing in their home inspector to find the chosen home is everything but what it seemed, 

or who has at some point in the past purchased the legendary ‘lemon’ will be gun shy. The enticement of a pre-

inspection may be all that’s required to calm their fears enough to facilitate a viewing followed by a satisfactory 

agreement of purchase. 
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Chapter 3  Why You Should Hire A Home Stager 

“The investment of staging IN your home is far less than a price reduction ON your home.” 

                                                                                      - Barb Schwarz, Creator of Home Staging 

Okay, sure, this is where I finally get to pull out my own horn and give forth. But don’t let that diminish the 

importance of my advice. Here’s the nitty gritty. We’re talking emotions. As consumers we like to think our buying 

decisions are based on intelligent choices. Nonetheless, a study from 2002 published by the Journal of Advertising 

Research suggests that emotions are twice as important as knowledge when a consumer makes a buying decision.  

Each side of the brain is responsible for different decision making processes. The left brain controls buying 

rationale, that is, decisions based on knowledge. The right brain is concerned with instinct and impulse, i.e. 

emotions. That’s the side that you as a seller want to influence in order to create a sense of ‘buying urgency’, if you 

will. Aspiration, for example, is a major part of the equation in a buyer’s decision making – how owning the home 

represents what the buyer wants to be, how they wish to be perceived. Staging influences the right brain and, if done 

well, elicits all the right emotions including an aspirational reflex. Women will tend to appreciate a beautiful staging 

job for well its beauty. But on a more subconscious level it infers a lifestyle, a quality of life. It can be instrumental in 

procuring a quick sale and as most realtors agree, the final choice regarding what home the family will inhabit is 

inevitably made by the lady of the manor.  If you’re a male of the species and reading this you know in your heart of 

hearts, that if your significant other falls in love with a home, there’s a good chance an offer’s forthcoming. 

Another catchphrase from the world of psychology that applies to staging is ‘confirmation bias’. This refers to a 

situation wherein a buyer selectively chooses or interprets information in a way that confirms their own beliefs, in 

other words, in a biased way. For example, imagine a potential buyer viewing a home. It’s beautifully staged and 

they’re totally smitten but the owners have disclosed a very minor water leak. Despite this possible red flag the 

buyers’ otherwise positive emotional response to the home may invoke ‘confirmation bias’ which will overrule any 

concerns about the leak, other than that it is fixed properly. 

Barb Corcoran, real estate tycoon and Shark on ABC’s popular reality show ‘Shark Tank’ says, “Home staging used 

to be optional. Today it’s a necessity in selling a house.” She has also stated that home staging can increase the sale 

price of a home by 10 - 20%. 
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Homes that are staged before listing spend considerably less time on the market before garnering a sale, no matter 

what the price range. Consider these statistics from the Real Estate Staging Association study conducted in the 

U.S.A. in 2013: 

HOMES IN EXCESS OF $1 MILLION 

 Of a total of 82 homes in this category 62 were staged prior to entering the market and sold on average 

within 38 days. 

 The remaining 13 homes, not staged, sat on the market an average of 97 days. 

 

HOMES PRICED BETWEEN $500,000 and $999,999 

 139 staged homes in this group sold within 21 days on average. 

 24 non-staged homes took an average of 140 days to sell. 

 

HOMES PRICED BETWEEN $300,000 and $499,999 

 170 staged homes took an average of 22 days to sell. 

 25 homes not staged sold, on average, at 125 days. 

 

HOMES PRICED BETWEEN $100,000 and $299,999 

 137 staged homes sold within an average of 19 days. 

 20 homes not staged took an average of 127 days to sell. 

 

These are extraordinary statistics. Equally dramatic examples from my own staging experience include a home that 

sold in 5 days for $10,100 above the asking price, and a home that had an accepted offer in less than a day. I sold my 

own home through my realtor of trust of course, a modest split entry, during an all-time low in the Halifax, Nova 

Scotia housing market of 2013, in two days. At the time there were numerous others for sale nearby including a 

larger two storey with garage on the street behind me. It sat on the market for several months, finally going for just 

a couple of thousand dollars more than my own. I have no doubt that, if properly staged, it would have sold much 

quicker and at a price closer to its true value, which was certainly much more than mine. 

Obviously there is much more to property sales than simply staging, nonetheless, staging or the lack thereof, is a 

common denominator in all of them. They merely serve to highlight the power and importance of professional 

home staging. Home staging isn’t an expense, it’s an investment, especially when compared with the loss in profit as 

a result of a price reduction, excessive time on the market or the necessity of holding a second mortgage if you’ve 

already made the move to your new home before selling your previous one. 
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In a recent study by ‘the National Association of REALTORS®’ 2015 Profile of Home Staging, 49% of surveyed 

realtors who work with buyers believe that staging has an effect on the buyer’s view of the home. These realtors 

believe that staging makes an impact in the following ways: 

 81% said staging helps buyers visualize the property as a future home 

 46% said it makes prospective buyers more willing to walk through a home they saw online 

 45% said a home decorated to a buyer’s tastes positively impacts its value 

 10% said a home decorated against a buyer’s taste could negatively impact the home’s value. 

Most top producing realtors understand the importance of a home looking great in order to market it more 

effectively and to bring in offers quickly. Many realtors that I work with provide a home staging consultation for 

every listing. In the same 2015 Profile of Home Staging study the majority of realtors that work with sellers were 

found to utilize staging as a marketing tool in at least some of the instances, with 34% utilizing staging on all homes. 

In the study the two realtor groups believed that buyers offer above asking price for staged homes as follows: 

 Offer a 1 to 5% increase on the value of a staged home 

 While another group believed it to be closer to a 6 to 10% increase on the value 

When choosing a home stager, do your research and look at their portfolios. HGTV has created the impression of 

an appealing career that’s accessible to virtually anyone. But the skills required are many and complex, beyond 

simply an eye for colour or perceived sense of taste. A good home stager certainly needs artistic sensibility. Equally 

important is intuitive psychological intelligence, sensitivity and openness to other opinions and feelings, not to 

mention the business acumen, and logistical skills required to actually run a demanding home staging business. A 

home stager who can offer you their own furniture inventory will likely be better equipped to provide the full range 

of services you’ll need.  

A good home staging job will strike the right chords to create the emotional connection you’re striving to invoke. It 

could easily make the difference between getting an offer or not, and a payoff in increased profit from the sale of the 

home. 
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First Impressions 

Since the mid-1990s the impact of the internet on most industries, including real estate, has been without a doubt 

revolutionary. It used to be that people saw a home in a newspaper, magazine or catalogue, or happened to spot a 

‘for sale’ sign while driving around a neighbourhood they liked. Then they would arrange with their realtor to view 

the property. Now nearly 90% of buyers begin their search for a home online where they can browse at their leisure. 

They can view photos or even take a virtual tour from any location they choose, whether the comfort of their own 

home, in the car or on a bus, or simply strolling a neighbourhood with their smart phone. Homes that don’t meet 

their criteria can be eliminated in seconds. That first impression created by a well-staged home is more important 

than ever. 

If you’re a woman and reading this, try visualizing a courier arriving at your door with an invitation to the Oscars. 

You definitely want to get this right! You shop for the perfect combination of shoes and dress and you work out like 

a fiend for two months leading up to the event so you look like the clothes were made just for you. On the evening 

of the Oscars you don this stunning ensemble and sally forth, neglecting to do your hair and make-up. That’s selling 

your home without good staging. 

I often browse online for new listings. Simply looking at the listing photos helps me identify a multitude of small 

things that could make a vast difference in the way the home is presented. A home staging consultation costs, on 

average, around $150.00. Whether you plan to stage or not, having a home staging consultation could be the best 

$150.00 you ever spend. 

The Consultation 

You’ve no doubt heard the term “familiarity breeds contempt”. The truth is we humans become desensitized to 

things in our environment when they are directly before us day after day. We stop noticing the clutter and the many 

little things in need of repair. The shabby paint and dings in the baseboards. The awkward arrangement of furniture 

we once vowed to change but never got around to doing. It’s human nature. 

A professional stager offers a fresh set of eyes. He/she will advise you on ways to de-clutter and subtly de-

personalize your home in a way that will allow buyers to overlay their own tastes and imagination. He/she will show 

you how to arrange furniture and decor to enhance a room and facilitate flow. And if your furniture is a bit long in 

the tooth he/she can arrange for rentals that will make the place look stunning. 
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People can be hesitant about inviting a stager into their homes. They may fear being judged and found lacking in 

some way. I admit to some pride in my ability to put people at ease in these situations. The realtors and clients I 

work with find me persuasive but respectful, creative, helpful and kind and above all, professional. I know that a 

person’s home is that unusual dichotomy of public and very private, and must be treated with the utmost 

consideration. It’s about working as a team to show your home in the best way possible, regardless of your budget. 

How do we achieve this without breaking the bank? – this is when the stager is engaged to present cost effective 

recommendations that make a big impact. 

I’ve worked with clients who are very hands-on right off the mark, during the consultation. As I move through the 

house assessing and suggesting we’re already moving furniture, de-cluttering and note-taking. The transformation 

that can occur over a couple of hours before I take my leave is remarkable. Often they will hire me to return to add 

the finishing touches but inevitably people are gratified, even amazed, at the changes that can be wrought with 

minimal investment of time and energy. 

If it happens you’ve already moved, leaving your home vacant, then the need for staging becomes even more crucial. 

Remember that buyer emotion thing? Nothing lacks character and charm or says lifeless and cold like a vacant 

home. With nothing to rest their eye upon the buyer will notice all the imperfections and negative aspects of the 

place, when you want them to see instead the beautiful decor while imagining themselves living there. 

Rooms without furniture, contrary to what one might think, look smaller, and buyers often have difficulty 

envisioning how they might arrange or fit their furniture in the space. Take for example a home I once staged with 

an especially problematic recroom. With not simply one, but two large support columns in the center, a woodstove 

in the middle of the longest wall and a framed out box covering a length of pipe protruding from the second longest 

wall. It was very difficult to envision a reasonable furniture placement – even for me. I wondered how one would fit 

an L-shaped sectional (what most homeowners want in a recroom) into the space, let alone a television and other 

items.  

The room truly challenged my staging talents. I ended up double checking all my measurements, then doing a 

layout of the room on paper. The result exceeded my own and the homeowner’s expectations. I was able to use a 

large vase to hide the protruding box behind the sectional and work with the columns so that they created separate 

entertaining areas. The room looked terrific and felt quite large and buyers were able to recognize the potential of 

the space. 
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I often employ the phrase ‘less is more’ when working with clients. Decorating for living and decorating to sell are 

distinctly different goals. As I’ve said, homeowners tend not to notice things about their home with which they’ve 

become familiar, and have difficulty seeing objectively the environment in which they spend so much of their time. 

You want to diminish clutter while at the same time keeping, or adding, items of decor. Small and subtle things can 

make a big difference. I notice a kitchen or coffee table with nothing on it and so will potential buyers, and it will 

bother them without them even being aware on a conscious level. There’s a starkness to it that’s boring, unnatural 

even. A floral arrangement or decor adds visual interest and mediates that sense of the unnatural. Knowing what to 

add and what to take away or leave makes the difference between amazing and boring. 

In my time as an international trade show manager I stayed in a lot of hotels, some especially nice ones. You 

probably recognize that feeling of entering a hotel room and realizing, even subconsciously, that everything is 

absolutely luxurious and perfect. High end hotels know exactly how to tap into our emotional senses, our appetite 

for lifestyle – the interaction between guest and environment is spontaneous and unavoidable. It’s no different with 

a home – a buyer’s emotional senses are at the forefront when they undertake such an immense investment, not 

simply in dollars but also in feelings centered around family and sanctuary, the security of shelter and regard for 

status. The home is a symbol for all this and more. As sellers it’s vital we pay attention to the appropriate emotional 

triggers. 

You want to create a family room with real wow factor, or add the subtle touches to a bathroom that generate a spa-

like style. Our opinion of his hairstyle notwithstanding, Donald Trump has perfected this attention to detail and 

fine touches in his luxury hotels. You may not have the budget required to create a luxury hotel experience but a 

modest investment in time and money will allow you to show your home to its full potential. 

Stage your home BEFORE you list it so that you hit the ground running, with your home showing its best. The early 

days of a listing are always its most active time. If your home isn’t at its peak then you will have squandered 

opportunity. The longer a property sits on the market the more buyers tend to de-value it so that it becomes a ‘tired 

listing’. If you don’t stage before listing and you find you’re not getting viewings you can, of course, decide to stage 

then. But there’s undeniable merit in striking while the iron is hot and hiring a stager right at the start is the best 

choice. 
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Chapter 4 – Preparing Your Home For Sale  

Most buyers, especially and typically first-timers, want move-in ready homes. Statistics change but first-time home 

buyers generally account for 35-50% of the potential market, and while affordability is usually their most important 

criterion, move-in condition comes next on the list. They are skeptical of fixer-uppers, often don’t have the budget 

for extensive repairs and renovations or the necessary skills to undertake them on their own. Even seasoned buyers, 

taking into account family responsibilities and the fact that these days both parents often work outside the home, 

are loathe to shoulder the additional obligation of a house in need of major update or repair. Their priority is 

problem-free living. 

Your responsibility as a seller is to ensure all aspects of your home are ship-shape and in good working order – 

broken tiles, leaky faucets, sticky doors and worn passage sets, just to mention a few. Take a good, objective look 

around and you’ll undoubtedly notice others. Buyers judge sellers by the care they’ve taken with their home, and 

you may be assured those judgements will be reflected in any potential offer. You may dread the thought of painting 

or undertaking even minor repairs when preparing your home for sale. Remember, buyers are wary and fickle and 

constantly comparing. If yours is but one of two or more homes they’re considering offering on, the reality is that 

they’re most likely to choose the one that’s in tip top condition. 

All the Particulars 

Staging comes in two forms – staging of properties that are either occupied or vacant. Although the process and 

details may differ somewhat the goal is the same. You want your home to appeal to the largest possible audience of 

potential buyers in a way that allows them to imagine themselves living in the space. 

Allow me to repeat myself. “Less is more.” Or, in the words of Barb Schwarz the creator of Home Staging, “Clutter 

eats equity!”  You’ll want to de-clutter and de-personalize and here’s why. It’s in your best interests that buyers not 

be able to identify you, your family situation or even your age. This is information a buyer could use in determining 

asking price. A simple example is a military photo of you in uniform which could suggest you’ve taken a posting 

and need a quick sale and are therefore willing to entertain a low offer. 

Unless you’re a minimalist, ideally you’ll want to pack away approximately one third of your belongings, including 

stuff in storage areas and closets. Remove family photos, memorabilia, religious items, political references, 
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certificates and so on. Pack up knick knacks and belongings, leaving just the right amount of furniture and decor to 

ensure your home shows its best. This may seem like a lot of work in the early days of the game? The fact is, you’re 

going to be moving anyway, and this is the opportunity to purge your life of unwanted stuff (old or tired furniture 

or that hideous tourist mask Aunt Sadie brought back from Timbuktu) and pack away those belongings you’ll want 

to have in your new place. Old, oversized or too much furniture will cause a home to show poorly. Move it out and 

replace if necessary with rental furniture that will truly showcase your home. It’s inexpensive and highly effective. 

This is where a home stager gets to prove her worth. You want to use what’s available but this may be unpractical. 
You may have to add and subtract items. Your stager will add decor and artwork that will pull your home together 
so as to wow potential buyers. Adding decor and artwork to a home that’s sparse in that regard will soften the space, 
create focal points and give interest to a room that will generate in buyers the emotional response you’re after. 

The cost to purchase the necessities for furnishing a vacant house can be huge but a home stager will provide 
everything required as rental for an affordable price. Ideally you’ll want all rooms staged but this isn’t absolutely 
essential. Focus on the main living spaces – living room, dining room/kitchen, master bedroom and en-suite and 
main bath. The family room is another good area of focus. Most people enjoy leisure time in this area of the house 
so highlighting its potential can be helpful. 

My current home provides a good example of what I’m trying to convey. It's a lakefront property, a terrific home 
with wonderful views but when we purchased it the place showed badly. The furniture wasn't simply old, but poorly 
placed and there was far too much of it for the space. Overall decor and paint colours weren't any better and many 
of the rooms weren't being used appropriately as living spaces, let alone selling features. 

It's critical that we realize the way we use rooms when we're living in our home can be quite different from the way 
we want to present our homes for sale. Every room needs a specific purpose and function. Perhaps a dining room is 
set up as an office. To market the home properly the room must be returned to its original purpose and the office 
moved to a spare room or other appropriate space. 

Consider my home's large, open concept kitchen, approximately 32 x 16 at its largest point with a fireplace on the 
dining room side of the space. The previous owners from whom we purchased the house didn’t have a dining table 
set up in that space. Instead they filled the area with a desk, sofa table and several over-stuffed and mis-matched 
chairs, one of them with its back pushed right up against the fireplace. With the addition of a floor lamp and at least 
one occasional table and, besides the fact there was no dining table, the space was so crammed it left nowhere for 
the eye to rest.  
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I was able to visualize the space without all the needless clutter and picture it as it now exists. The dining table and 

fireplace are the focal point of the room. Swivel chairs are placed by the large picture window overlooking the lake. 

The room is actually spacious enough to create a seating area that takes advantage of the view with more than ample 

room remaining for a dining table and it’s a warm, inviting place to inhabit. It’s a fact that only some 10% of people 

have the ability to visualize the potential in a room. That’s something you really don’t want left to the imagination 

of the remaining 90%. 

At the time we viewed it the home had been on the market for over 8 months. The seller’s first price reduction was 

$16,000. We gave a very low offer through our realtor and finally settled on a price $34,000 below the final price 

reduction, and $50,000 below the original list price. We were fortunate with the purchase, but properly staged and 

showing well this property would definitely have sold much quicker and for a lot more money. 

You want your home to appear spacious and this includes adequate storage and closet areas. Pack up as much 

clutter and off-season clothing as you can manage. De-clutter all closets, crawl spaces, attic and basement areas. 

These spaces should appear tidy and organized rather than overflowing with stuff. 

Clean and organize your garage and any outbuildings. Hang and manage any recreation gear so that it won’t pose a 

hazard to anyone viewing your property. Hang or store tools and related appliances appropriately using garage or 

tool organizers, peg boards and toolboxes. If you have a workbench make sure it’s also free of clutter so that 

prospective buyers are able to envision using it for their own hobbies and projects. All this de-cluttering and 

organization promotes a sense of spaciousness and possibility. There are plenty of commercial products available 

for removing oil or stains from a garage floor. Consider painting the garage floor. The level of appeal this engenders 

goes way beyond the cost in materials and time. 

Storage Solutions 

You may want to explore storage rental options in your area for much of the excess items you’re bound to generate 

during the de-cluttering process. ‘PODS’ are a great solution. Portable moving and storage containers in a couple of 

sizes, they can be dropped off at your home to be filled at your leisure. They offer ground level loading and after 

you’ve loaded the container, PODS will pick up the container(s) for delivery and storage to a secure, dry, 

temperature controlled environment. This gives you a serious head start when your home sells and you’re ready to 

move into your new digs.  
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Don’t, however, leave the PODS containers sitting on your property while it’s for sale. It not only looks bad, but 

suggests your home might be lacking in storage space. You’ll certainly have no regrets about initiating the de-

cluttering and storage procedure right away. 

Minor Cosmetic Upgrades 

There’re a host of small things you can accomplish to improve the cosmetic appearance of your home without 

spending a great deal of money. Lighting upgrades, replacing pull handles and knobs on bath and kitchen cabinets. 

New fixtures in place of worn and outdated ones. New counter tops, fresh wall paint, resurfacing floors and decks 

and replacing outdated closet doors and handles. These are but a few of the many things that can go a long way to 

improving the aesthetics of your home, giving it a more modern, up to date feel. Many of these minor cosmetic 

updates can be handled by the average homeowner. Sweat equity after all can be said to be the most valuable equity 

there is. 

Lighting 

Lighting updates are a reasonably inexpensive improvement that can create an amazing difference in the overall 

appearance of your home. Local hardware stores are terrific sources for great lighting options that won’t break the 

bank. Consider updating pendant lighting over an island or the dining table overhead fixture. Under cabinet 

lighting in the kitchen is a dramatic possibility that costs very little to achieve. Your home stager will be able to 

provide a host of ideas and options if you’re having difficulty deciding. 

Flooring and Carpet 

Repairing and replacing worn or outdated flooring is another excellent way to update your home’s appearance. If 

you’re replacing old carpet consider laminate or hardwood, the preferred choices of most buyers and with little 

difference in price from new carpet. Many buyers will view carpet as an expense they’ll incur when they have to 

remove it themselves and will reflect this in an offer. 

Care should be taken when replacing flooring in very old homes as there may be asbestos or other nasties in the 

underlays or adhesives. Asbestos tiles, common in a lot of older homes, must be disposed of appropriately. There 

are techniques for safe removal. Check with a building inspector in your area.  
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Painting 

The colours you choose for your home when you’re living in it might be much bolder or daring than what suits the 

average buyer. When selling think neutrals. Buyers often dread the thought of having to paint as soon as they move 

in. It may not be a big deal for some of us, myself included, but a lot of people simply can’t see past a paint colour 

they don’t like. Interior or exterior painting is among the lower-priced improvements, and can often afford nearly 

100% return on investment. 

When choosing colours, bring home the paint swatches and look at them at different times of the day and under 

various lighting. Lighting and angles can significantly change the way paint looks on a wall. Most paint suppliers 

these days offer ‘tester cans’ you can take home and try before committing to large cans of paint or the effort of 

painting an entire room only to discover you don’t like the result. 

Be conscious of other elements around your home when choosing paint colours – things like cabinets, railings and 

flooring that you don’t want to change just because of a paint choice. You want to see the big picture and once 

again, this is where your stager will prove invaluable. 

Cabinets and Vanities 

If your cabinetry is outdated a fresh coat of paint or re-staining can be an affordable update. Rather than replacing 

entire banks of worn or out of fashion cabinetry it may make sense to replace just the doors, a fairly economical 

option that’s guaranteed to bring a kitchen back to life. There are companies that specialize in simple cabinet 

refacing that produces surprisingly impressive results. Your local hardware or home improvement store will carry 

melamine paints and similar DIY finishes in a variety of shades and transparencies. While we’re in the kitchen give 

some thought to replacing back splashes and faucets as an upgrade to a more modern, functional look, and don’t 

overlook the value in substituting hardware such as handles and knobs. 

Interior Doors and Trim 

Perhaps your home is old enough to be sporting natural or stained baseboards, window and door casing. This can 

suit a period home but often tends to look, at best, outdated. If you’re up to the task you might consider replacing 

all your trim, perhaps even doing the work yourself. On the other hand, for a quick, inexpensive modernization just 
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roll up your sleeves and paint it all. It can be time consuming, but it isn't rocket science, and the payoff relative to 

the outlay is tremendous. 

Purchasing new slab doors or painting existing ones can make a significant change for the better. Generally 

speaking any painting you undertake will make your home seem younger and fresher. Be prepared to sand and 

prime before painting for best results. 

Fireplace 

If you’re lucky enough to have a fireplace this is a desirable feature for most buyers and creates a unique focal point 

in a room. If your fireplace needs a facelift, consider options for replacing the surround or switching a somewhat 

insignificant mantle for a chunkier one to make a more definitive statement. Another option for transforming your 

outdated fireplace is the addition of ceiling to floor stone. You might forgo the hearth entirely, but be aware you'll 

have to deal with flooring where the hearth once sat. Fireplace inserts are also worth considering to create an 

updated look for a fireplace. Painting the brick a warm shade of white on a time worn fireplace is an easy way to 

reprise its role as a focal point of the room. 

Paneling and Wainscoting 

A lot of older homes that have never been upgraded may still have paneling on the walls, especially in the basement. 

Make certain all the fasteners are set, especially at seams, so no bulges show and replace any broken pieces, then 

paint the paneling as you would any other wall. It’s a super way to brighten and modernize a tired space. The 

majority of people aren’t even likely to notice it’s paneling they’re seeing and not drywall. On the other hand, the 

visual interest effect cleanly painted paneling creates is priceless. 

Wainscoting was once all the rage as well and although it's still appropriate in mature homes it can certainly create a 

dated look. If you just can't face the prospect of removal with the attendant wall repair, at least consider painting it a 

subtle shade of white. Knotty pine wainscoting is quality cottage look that really only works with a very limited style 

of home. 
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Staircases and Railings 

Staircases and railings must be in good repair. Not only do loose steps and rails present a hazard but they raise a red 

flag that other issues may be present. What’s the condition of the treads overall? Could they use a fresh coat of 

stain? If the stairwell is old and all one stain colour give consideration to white paint for the risers, balusters and 

open stringers. It’s a time consuming job, however, if your listing is about to take effect in just a few weeks time you 

may wish to forgo this or hire a professional painter. 

Clean Like You’ve Never Cleaned Before 

While your home is listed it should look immaculate so be prepared to clean every nook and cranny. This is best 

tackled after all the de-cluttering has taken place. Walls, baseboards, windows, trim, curtains, appliances such as the 

refrigerator, oven and range hood and dishwasher, frames on artwork and mirrors, carpets, cupboards…need I 

continue? Leave no surface untouched. Consider calling in a professional cleaning service for a one day blitz at the 

very least.  

Odours 

Another big one. Strive to make your home as odour neutral as possible. Strong odours can be a certain turn-off to 

many buyers, especially if they suffer with allergies, asthma or chronic sinus problems. Some people think adding 

pleasant smells is a good idea but no scents is not nonsense. Avoid cooking foods with strong smells like fish, garlic, 

curry or onions while your home is on the market. One of the best measures you can take is to open up all the 

windows and air out your house every day if possible. Running an air conditioner or dehumidifier is great for 

mitigating musty odours. 

Remember that old adage about familiarity and contempt?  You live in your house and may be ‘nose blind’ to 

possibly offensive smells. Invite a friend or neighbour in to do a sniff test and insist they be brutally honest. Tobacco 

smoke is another turn off for buyers so if you smoke do it outside during your listing period and make every 

attempt to eliminate any related residual odours. 
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Selling When You Have Children 

This is an emotionally trying time for both parents and children. Your space is essentially no longer your own. The 
de-cluttering process alone can be upsetting for children as some of their toys and excess stuffed animals are packed 
up. Talk this through with your children with the goal of having them agree to store some of their stuff until you 
move into your new home. Kids are often quite amenable to the notion of donating some of their toys to more 
needy children or thrift stores. At the very least keep a Rubbermaid® type container on hand which will provide a 
readily available storage space for their stuff that can be easily tucked beneath the bed, or in the trunk of the car, in 
the event of a last minute viewing. 

Difficult as it may seem, removing children’s artwork and pictures from the wall and refrigerator is a good idea. By 
now you’re aware of the importance of buyers being able to picture themselves living in your home, rather than you. 
Let the kids know the pictures are safely stored and ready to go up in their new home. If they’ve commandeered a 
room of the house as a play space it’s worth it to change it over to a family room or office space for the duration of 

the listing. The simple truth is that offices and family rooms sell – play rooms don’t. That is unless your home has 
all that space to offer and then also a play room. 

Pets 

Selling a house when you have pets adds another level of complexity. We love our furry, four-legged friends but 
unfortunately not everyone else does. Some people have pet related allergies and others, difficult though it may be 
for us to comprehend, simply don’t like animals. 

You want to ensure that litter boxes, crates, aquariums and cages are impeccably clean. If you have carpets then hire 
a professional cleaner to remove stains and odours. Make certain toys, food bowls and litter boxes are tucked out of 
sight and keep pets out of any listing pictures unless your property’s lifestyle and location encourages photos with 
pets and animals. For non pet lovers, it may be an immediate turn-off. Remove any pictures of your pets from the 
fridge, walls, and so on and any other telltale signs of pets in the home. Plan to have your pets away from the home 
during viewings. A temporary stay at a day camp while your house is for sale is an excellent solution. Consider it an 
opportunity for them to make new friends. It’s great if you can have a family member or friend on stand-by to pick 
up your pet in the event of a last minute viewing. It’s absolutely in your own best interests to be as accommodating 
and flexible as possible for all viewings so a back-up plan can be a lifesaver. If you’re unable to remove your pet 
from the house for a viewing at least ensure they’re comfortably crated so as not to make a nuisance of themselves 
and to scare away your potential buyer. 
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The Finishing Touches 

After all the de-cluttering, cleaning, de-personalizing and repairs (minor and major) have been undertaken, now’s 

the moment to bring in your home stager. With the right decor, artwork and furniture (if required) you’ll create a 

wow factor that will have buyers unable to resist bringing the offer you’ve worked so hard to achieve. 
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Chapter 5 – Curb Appeal: The Outside Matters Too 

So we’ve covered the importance of having the inside of your home shine but what about the outside?  If we 

consider the fact that the exterior of your house and the surrounding property are the first thing people doing a 

drive-by or someone arriving for a viewing will see, well…perhaps it’s again time to roll up your sleeves and get a 

little dirty. 

The reality is that most people will see the condition of your home’s exterior as a reflection of its interior, and if 

they’re turned off by it they may just keep driving. Realize that the first look at your home and property 

immediately sets the stage for any subsequent perceptions and emotions a potential purchaser may have. Even if the 

inside is stunning, if the outside doesn’t show well their overall perception of your home will be less than ideal. So, 

rake up those leaves and keep the lawn nicely mowed. Weed and edge the gardens and driveway and clean up all 

and any yard debris and, need I say, clutter. Enhancing curb appeal doesn’t have to be expensive. It’s mostly about 

elbow grease but the effort yields virtually instant interest and appeal. Here are a few things to consider: 

Paint your front door – If it’s white, contemplate changing it up to a colour that will complement your home’s 

exterior. Avoid very bold colours as they can actually reduce the overall appeal of the house. If a colour change is 

more than you’re prepared to tackle, at the least apply a fresh coat of the existing colour. 

Touch up window frames and doors – If your window and door frames are looking a bit shabby and faded a coat 

of paint will make them sparkle. Once again, choose coordinating colours whenever possible. 

Shutters – If your home doesn’t have them already, shutters are a fairly simple way to really add some interest to 

your home’s facade. Again, complementary colours are the rule. 

Gardens – Weeding the gardens is about as close to instant gratification as one can get. If the season lends itself to 

planting try some easy care flowers that will offer immediate dimension, colour and life to your yard. A garden area 

that borders the walkway is an excellent idea. Avoid straight lines in favour of curves that will soften the overall 

impression and apply mulch to all beds and around trees. This will make them really pop beside the lawns and 

provides a tangible sense of grooming to the entire picture. 
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Decor – Yes, the outside of the home has its own decor. This could be as basic as a seasonal wreath on the door or a 

decorative flag added to the front of the house. Once again, remember the golden rule…less is more. What’s the 

condition of your mailbox, house number or door knocker? Can they be spruced up or is replacement in order? 

Clean and tidy – At the risk of repeating myself, clean and de-clutter! Gutters, windows, siding. Edge those gardens. 

Trim your bushes and shrubs and remove the debris. 

Sod the bare spots – Grass seed is certainly the more economical route but if you’re about to place your home on 

the market timing matters too. A little sod will take care of any bare patches instantly and won’t break the bank. 

Make sure you keep them watered! If there are any holes in the yard that represent hazards to foot traffic, fill them 

in before sodding. 

Potted plants – Place modern planters on your front porch or on both sides of the doorway. Hanging baskets also 

look great. Think seasonality, depending on the climate, if it’s fall or winter you may have to use artificial plants or 

evergreens. 

Decks – Clean the decks and stain or paint as required. These are extensions of the living space of your home so 

dress them up as you would the interior. Again, flower pots, hanging baskets and outdoor decor are all good 

choices. Use outdoor furniture to create intimate seating areas. 

Sidewalks – Do give attention to the sidewalks in front of the home. Are they in decent repair? Deal with excess 

weeds, leaves and loose gravel or dirt and keep them clear of snow and ice in winter. They should be safe for foot 

traffic and appear as tended and appealing as the rest of your property. 

Driveway – If your driveway is asphalt and in good shape a fresh coat of sealer will give it the pop of new surface. If 

it’s brick or other paving stone pay attention to the weeding. 

Roof – Are there missing or broken shingles? Is moss growing anywhere on the roof? Replace broken or missing 

shingles with new tabs of the same colour and wire brush the mossy areas. Also the perfect time to make repairs to 

any damaged or leaking gutters. 
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Chapter 6 – Landscaping 

We’ve touched on this subject already but it’s such an integral part of curb appeal that it bears further investigation. 

A nicely manicured yard and tasteful, well-developed landscaping will generate that all-important first wow factor 

that lays the groundwork (pardon the pun) for all that follows. Even if you have just a couple of weeks before your 

home goes on the market there are still a variety of relatively quick and easy things you can accomplish to positively 

influence your buyers. 

Outdoor Lighting 

Lighting, both inside and outside the home, can make a tremendous impact on its appearance. Some new homes 

have outdoor accent lighting built into the soffits so as to highlight the front of the home in a wash of light. It’s a 

dramatic yet still subtle statement, to be sure. But if your home doesn’t already bear this feature don’t despair, there 

are other options to which you can resort that will offer a similar effect without a large outlay of money.  

Strategically located lamp posts and pagoda lighting lining the driveway, garden or walkway adds beautiful, soft 

illumination. LED rope lighting along the underside of step overhangs are another great idea. Ground based 

spotlights can really show off the front of the home. All of these options can be powered by extension cords 

concealed in mulch and flowerbeds and plugged into exterior outlets. Solar lights are another solution with lots of 

choices and no wiring issues, but one must be aware of their requirement for several hours of direct sunlight daily to 

function optimally. At the very least examine the condition of your porch and entry lights. If they’re worn or 

outdated new ones are a cheap and an easy fix. 

Trees and Shrubs 

Few things enhance curb appeal like well considered placement of trees and shrubbery. If you’re planning on 

staying in your home for a few more years take the time to devise a planting schedule now. Good landscaping can 

take years to take shape so planning and implementation now will pay off in spades later. Selling soon? You might 

invest in some relatively mature, good sized shrubs from a local nursery. In a relatively short time they’ll look like 

they’ve been in the ground much longer than they actually have. 
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You may already have mature growth in your yard. Consider removing or heavily pruning trees that have become 

overgrown to the point of concealing desirable features of your home or spectacular views of the property and 

beyond. You’ll definitely want to remove dead trees or stumps. Trim shrubs appropriately. If they’re taking over and 

crowding out more desirable plantings don’t hesitate to be brutal. If it’s autumn, keep the fallen leaves raked.  

Gardens and Flowerbeds 

I’ve mentioned bordering your walkway with a flowerbed if one doesn’t already exist. If it’s early spring or summer, 

annuals will be relatively inexpensive and provide instant colour and texture. Assuming no time constraints you can 

plant with perennials that will come back yearly and can be divided for new beds. If the rest of the yard seems a little 

sparse, plant those all important shrubs. These are choices, meaning you don’t have to employ them all. Practice 

restraint and be aware that some buyers may not want to manage extensive gardens. 
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Chapter 7 – Renovations 

Entire books have been written devoted to the process, rewards and pitfalls of renovations. My aim is to provide you 

with the basic data and statistics you need to make an informed decision regarding the benefits of undertaking 

something that’s most certainly not for the faint of heart. 

Much of the minor repairs and updates we’ve discussed thus far can be dealt with in a relatively short time period. 

But if you’re in no hurry to list your home for sale and you have the budget to invest, it’s worth considering large 

renovations if they will increase your home’s value sufficient for you to benefit at time of sale. Take note of the last 

phrase in the preceding sentence…“increase your home’s value sufficient for you to benefit at time of sale.”  If you 

watch most of the reno shows on HGTV you could easily believe a renovation is a fairly standard procedure 

guaranteed to increase your home’s value. Not always the case.  

Updated kitchens and bathrooms are always at the top of any buyer’s wish list, but know that a $20,000 bathroom 

renovation won’t necessarily equate to an increase of $20,000 in the value of your home. Keep in mind your 

neighbourhood. If you’re trying to sell it’s seldom a good idea to be the most expensive home on the street! My 

point here is that it could be some time before the market in your area catches up to the investment you’ve made 

enough for you to realize a return on that investment. 

According to the Appraisal Institute of Canada’s 2012 Home Renovation Survey the average return on investment 

in home renovations you can expect are as follows: 

HIGH 
Bathrooms 75 - 100% 

Kitchens    75 - 100% 

Interior painting 50 - 100% 

Exterior painting 50 - 100% 

 

AVERAGE 
Roof/shingle replacement 50 - 80% 

Furnace/heating system 50 - 80% 

Basement reno 50 - 75% 

Recroom addition 50 - 75% 
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Fireplace install 50 - 75% 

New flooring 50 -75% 

New garage 50 - 75% 

New deck 50 - 75% 

Central air conditioning 50 - 75% 

 

A number of factors will affect the amount of return on investment in a large renovation. First and foremost is the 

quality of the work along with that of materials and finishes used. Are you thinking about undertaking a DIYer? 

Make sure you're comfortable with your skill level and that you have time to complete the project. Also consider 

your career and family commitments. If you're handy smaller renovations are manageable but bigger jobs may best 

be left to the experts. 

Not feeling so sure about a DIY? Hiring licensed, experienced tradespeople with a reputation for top quality work 

may be your best solution. Talk to family or friends who've recently hired a renovation contractor and determine 

their degree of satisfaction. The best contractors don't need to advertise. They get all the business they can handle 

from referrals. Look online, read reviews and check with the Better Business Bureau website to ensure any company 

you're considering is in good standing. Ask for and expect references. 

Research 

This seems like a no-brainer but it’s surprising how many homeowners lack a concrete vision of what they want. 

There are plenty of online sites, such as Houzz or Pinterest, where you can find inspiration for your project. 

Compose a file of photos from magazines and the like of ideas and samples that appeal to your own taste and vision 

and go over them with your contractor or architect.  

The Budget 

Major renovations are not cheap. Work out and fine tune your budget and nail down the means of funding. Know 

that renovations often go over budget, especially when they’re performed on older homes. You’d be wise to allow 

some padding in the budget to account for surprises and delays. 
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Scheduling 

Renovations, by their very nature, are fraught with unknowns, and more often than not will go over schedule. 

Account for this in the planning stage. Spend time working out the schedule for the project with your contractor, 

keeping in mind that it’s an estimate. Add a couple of weeks to a month to the estimated time to be on the safe side. 

Knowing, for example, how far in advance you must order your cabinets for timely completion is critical. Once the 

project is underway it’s your responsibility to have all your product choices in place, from lighting to fixtures and so 

on,so that the contractor and sub-trades can move smoothly from one aspect of the job to the next. If you’re going it 

alone the time spent in research and planning becomes even more important. 

Once again, pre-planning is paramount. The more bases you’re able to cover right off the bat the fewer the 

inevitable surprises you’ll have to deal with, including the possibility you’ll go over budget. With any addition make 

sure the appropriate building permits are obtained before the project begins. 

Design and Product Selection 

Make sure your product selections and design ideas are appropriate to the market and the overall style of your 

home. Be certain with regard to what style really appeals to you and how it fits into your particular home and 

project. Time spent here will pay dividends once the job’s underway and the opportunity for long-winded decision 

making becomes a luxury. 

Now’s the time to haul forth all the pictures and photos you’ve accumulated during the research phase. If it’s a 

kitchen renovation consider overall layout including functionality and traffic flow. How can you maximize 

cabinetry and countertops, and how do you plan to entertain in the resulting space?  

Make your decisions regarding faucets, lighting, countertops and backsplashes as well as flooring and trim details. 

Be decisive about your design choices. This can be difficult if you’re unable to envision the big picture but doing 

your research beforehand will make it a whole lot easier. When you’re in the throes of the renovation is entirely the 

wrong moment to deal with these issues. You can be assured by that stage, when, literally, time is money, that there 

will be plenty of surprises requiring timely decisions. 
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Chapter 8 – Livable Space 

When it comes time to sell, every inch of livable space adds value to your home. There are ways to increase available 

living space without the cost of a major addition. I’m referring here to outdoor entertainment areas. Surveys suggest 

at least 50% of buyers are willing to pay a premium for a home featuring some form of outdoor living space. 

Outdoor living spaces can be as basic as a clear area accessible from a communal part of the home such as the 

kitchen or living room. Perhaps you already have a minimal and under-utilized deck or patio area. Use outdoor 

furniture in a layout that creates a conversational area similar to one inside the home. Add a portable propane fire 

pit for ambiance. A portable gazebo is another good choice. It offers shelter and a sense of enclosure and can be 

packed up and taken to your next home when you move. Treat the area like any indoor room. Add appropriate 

decor, de-clutter and keep it clean. It will create a perception of additional square footage and is guaranteed to elicit 

a positive response in those potential buyers. 

Nowadays, outdoor living spaces can go beyond basic decks and patios. They may have multiple levels and feature 

specific cooking, seating and entertainment areas. They are a huge attraction to buyers. If you don’t plan to list in 

the immediate future here are some things to think about when creating an outdoor space: 

Seating areas – Use outdoor furniture to create intimate outdoor ‘rooms’ just like the spaces inside the home 

Cooking areas – If you’re able to incorporate more than a simple barbecue think about creating an actual cook area. 

This could feature a cook’s station with counter space, sink, refrigerator and storage. 

Lighting – Give serious thought to lighting, taking into account the function of the specific area in question and the 

role of lighting at different times of day whether early morning, evening or dark of night. 

Cover and shaded areas – Incorporate covered areas so that the space is available for use virtually year round. Some 

shaded spots for shelter from the sun are also desirable. 

Think heat – If you live in a place that experiences all four seasons a heat source in your outdoor space is a real 

bonus. Adding a free standing patio heater, outdoor fireplace or fire pit will facilitate year long enjoyment. 
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Privacy – Privacy can be a major concern for buyers. Trees, shrubs and privacy fences strategically placed to good 

effect will address this concern. While we’re on the subject the privacy and security that a fenced backyard offers 

can be a real deciding factor for many buyers, especially if they have young children or pets, or the home is near a 

heavy traffic area. 
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Chapter 9 – Listings, Viewings and Open Houses 

At last you’re ready to list your property. Your real estate agent will prepare the necessary paperwork on behalf of 

their brokerage to get your home listed and begin marketing it. Be prepared to work with your realtor, to be as 

progressive and flexible as possible so they’re able to perform to the best of their ability. Any realtor will have 

trouble getting results if his/her clients aren’t motivated to sell. It’s a team effort so get in the game and bring your 

winning cap. 

Making Your Home Accessible 

It can be difficult at times, what with family dynamics and work responsibilities, but a seller must strive to make 

their listed home as accessible as possible. It’s inevitable that you’ll get some tire kickers but most people who go to 

the effort of scheduling a viewing are serious potential buyers. You’re bound to become frustrated with requests to 

clear out of the house for viewings, but it’s essential everyone keeps the goal in sight and stays patient. Besides, if 

you’ve taken to heart all you’ve read in my book thus far you shouldn’t have to wait long for an offer anyway. 

Be prepared to have open houses. They’re just one more way to get as many potential buyers through your home as 

possible. A pending open house can motivate an already interested buyer into putting in an offer if they feel the 

open house could cause the house to be scooped up. It creates a sense of urgency in a buyer who’s on the fence. 

Blow Away the Competition with Photographs 

Are you disappointed when you shop online and find an interesting product with no photographs or the ones 

available are too small or poorly done to really show the product? You know that most buyers determine the worth 

of a scheduled viewing based on the listing’s interior and exterior photos. People are visual creatures. Text alone is 

seldom enough to generate the necessary interest to trigger a viewing. Make your photos sing! 

It’s vital your listing photos look great, a testament to the value and character of your home and property. Exterior 

photos are terrific. Interior photos and virtual tours are even better. Don’t dismiss the power of this medium. If 

you’ve cleaned and de-cluttered and staged your home well the browsing buyer is far more likely to linger over your 

listing and decide a viewing is in order rather than clicking over to the next property. 
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An investment in a professional photographer may be a wise choice. But be aware that some photographers like to 

use a wide angle lens to make a room appear much larger than it actually is. Frankly, both realtors and buyers find 

this annoying and misleading and it can lead to disappointment when they get around to viewing. You could argue 

that room dimensions are in the listing data, but few buyers actually read those with much attention to detail. 

There’s a world of truth in the old adage, “a picture is worth a thousand words.” 

Prepare for Viewings 

Let’s face it, keeping one’s home in a more or less perpetual state of cleanliness and having to leave for viewings is a 

pain. But it’s important. Keeping things tidy, making sure the beds are made each morning and there aren’t dirty 

dishes on the counter – these are some of the things that create a favourable impression in the mind of the viewing 

public. 

 Some tips for preparing for a viewing or open house: 

 Open all blinds and drapes to allow as much sunlight as possible to flood the rooms. 

 Turn on lots of lights and lamps - yes, even if it’s the middle of the day. 

 Ensure all counter tops are free of clutter and all dishes put away or in the dishwasher. 

 Make sure the place is spotless – clean, clean, clean while your home is on the market. 

 Ensure all beds are made and tidy. 

 Make certain shower curtains are closed and the shower(s) is clean and free of soap scum. If  

  you have glass shower doors keep them clean and streak free. 

 Air out the home before the viewing and be certain there’re no strong odours. 

 Place fresh towels out in the bathrooms. 

 Tuck all toys out of sight, even the ones in the yard. 

 Ensure toilet seats are down and a fresh roll of bathroom tissue is displayed. 

 Remove your pets from the home whenever possible. 

 

Open Houses 

Some people dread the thought of an open house. After all, it’s a major disruption to family life. You’ll also hear the 

claim that it’s nothing more than a source, for realtors, of potential buyers who may attend the open house but not 

be interested in it. Certainly there’s truth in this but it’s far from the whole story.  
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Marketing a client’s home is about creating as much awareness as possible, and the open house represents one more 

item in the realtor’s marketing tool kit. What’s more, open houses generate offers. A realtor of my acquaintance 

made the first sale of his career while hosting an open house, a lovely old Victorian that had been listed by his 

realtor colleague at the common law brokerage where he also worked. I’ve also heard of buyers viewing an open 

house and not being interested, but referring the house to friends who found it very much to their liking and bought 

the place. In short, the value of the open house as a marketing tool should not be underestimated. 

Types of Open Houses 

Open houses come in two varieties, the agent open house and public open house. In an agent open house your 

realtor will invite other realtors to your home for a private viewing. This will often be part of an agent tour which 

makes the rounds of several homes within the community. In this case agents have a chance to become familiar 

with your home and it’s possible they will already have clients who may be suitable for an offer.  

Your realtor will be present during a specific time period for a public open house, identifying himself to potential 

buyers as your agent on behalf of the brokerage. He or she will point out the particular features of your home and 

answer questions from buyers. At the same time he/she will be screening potential buyers for level of interest and 

financial ability. They may have a mortgage broker present to answer related questions and provide further 

assistance. 

Never show your own home! Unless you have the experience for it, this can be a slippery slope. There’s an art to 

showing a home, showing without revealing everything while reading the buyers for signals and cues. The 

homeowner who shows their own place often inadvertently reveals things they shouldn’t. They are seldom objective 

and buyers will pick up on this and feel uncomfortable or try to use any knowledge to their advantage. It may be 

best, for example, that a buyer not know you’re selling because of divorce. This is the kind of information that can 

be used to pursue a lower than acceptable offer. 

Selling During the Winter or Holiday Season 

What if you’re selling your home during the winter, particularly during the holiday season? As with any other time 

of year, make certain your home looks its best. Keep driveways and walkways cleared and salted. Clear off steps, 

decks and backyard walkways as well. Make it easy and encouraging for buyers to explore. Keep the heat turned up 

a bit above normal for showings so that the house radiates warmth and comfort. Christmas decorations can add a 
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wonderful ambiance, remember those emotional triggers but, as always, don’t go overboard. Be mindful of the 

seller’s mantra. Less is more! 

On the exterior don’t festoon the place with snow globes and inflatable Santas. Use soft, white Christmas lights that 

frame and feature architectural details of your home. White is the colour of choice for lights. They speak of subtle 

sophistication. Use white floodlights to emphasize shrubbery and the front facade of the house and incorporate 

tasteful wreaths and arrangements. These will really add curb appeal. 

Inside, follow the same plan. Soft, subtle lighting and holiday decor that complements the colour palette of the 

home and enhances the existing space rather than distracts from it is key. If you have a fireplace and mantle take 

advantage of this feature and play it up a bit. If your house features blue tones then adding red and green is not the 

way to go. White and silver is a better choice. If your decor has earth tones then rich reds, greens and golds will 

serve you well. Remember the mantra and if you’re adding seasonal decor be prepared to take some away. 

Make sure your Christmas tree isn’t so big it overwhelms the space and makes the room seem small. Aim for the 

opposite. And once the holidays have passed remove the decorations immediately. Be cautious of displaying overtly 

religious holiday decor. This can be a definite turn-off for buyers of all stripes and especially those of different faith. 

Let’s face it, winter may not be the ideal time for the outside of your property to show at its best. The yard may be 

snow covered. At the least the grass may be yellow, the trees are leafless and the gardens lie fallow. Docks are pulled 

in and decks are bare of furniture. In this case have great pictures available online, and for viewings, that showcase 

your home’s exterior during the lazy, hazy days of summer. 

One of my houses I bought during the winter, a winter of especially heavy snowfall so that the yard was buried. 

Several months after I took possession the snow melted away and I was shocked to discover a yard almost totally 

framed out with landscape tiles and in-filled with pea gravel. In this case it was definitely to the seller’s advantage 

that I didn’t see any seasonal photos. However, I’m an advocate of the belief that should one be handed lemons the 

best course is to make lemonade. With that in mind I went to work on that yard. It took several years and some of 

the gravel remained, albeit framed with lovely curved grassy areas, similar to a golf course design. It became an 

integral part of a beautifully landscaped yard that helped to sell the house years later. 
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Chapter 10 – Marketing Mortgage Options and Avoiding Mortgage 

Penalties  

We tend to think of mortgage brokers and specialists within the context of financing the purchase of a house. In 

fact, a mortgage specialist can be an effective ally in marketing your home as well. If your realtor happens to work 

closely with a mortgage broker or specialist there may be opportunity for a variety of financing options made 

available to a prospective buyer. This can be especially helpful if your home rests in that sweet spot that makes it 

accessible to first time home buyers. 

Realtors and mortgage specialists and brokers often ‘sync market’ the realtor’s listings whether through social 

media, rack cards at the financial institution they represent or other channels. They provide the realtor with cut 

sheets defining payment options and rates, as well as a host of other payment options. These can include RRSP 

withdrawals, gifted down payment, borrowed down payment and no down payment mortgage. These are all viable 

financing options for qualified first time buyers. The mortgage broker can explain these options and determine the 

buyers’ suitability. Really progressive mortgage specialists will attend open houses so as to be present for buyers who 

have questions about what’s available to them. Ask your realtor if they work closely with a mortgage specialist who 

can offer these kinds of services and be available for open houses.  

Breaking your Mortgage and Avoiding Penalties 

Although avoiding penalties won’t necessarily help you sell your home faster, it may help you keep some money in 

your pocket during the process. Following are some mortgage related options to help you avoid penalties or prevent 

you from having to actually break your mortgage. 

Porting your mortgage – Whenever possible explore the possibility of porting your mortgage or carrying it over to 

your next home. To do so would be to avoid breaking your mortgage and incurring any subsequent penalties. 

Breaking your existing mortgage – If you must break your existing mortgage at time of sale look into pre-payment 

privileges you can take advantage of prior to the sale that will reduce the total mortgage penalty. 

Mortgage renewal – If your mortgage is up for renewal while your home is on the market, or just prior to it going 

up for sale, consider the following options to avoid or reduce any possible mortgage penalties: 
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 short fixed term 

 variable rate term 

 open term 

 

Assumed mortgage – It may be possible for a potential buyer to assume your existing mortgage, especially if you’re 

not about to buy another home. If applicable this might eliminate your requirement for paying a mortgage penalty. 

Whatever your individual circumstances might be, before listing always discuss with your mortgage specialist the 

options for saving money when selling your home. Your realtor should encourage you to engage with a mortgage 

broker as well as your accountant and lawyer at time of listing.
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CONCLUSION 

It should be obvious to you by now that small investments in time and money before you list can result in more 

dollars in your pocket at time of sale! I hope I’ve also convinced you of the value of working alongside a professional 

realtor. You may have confidence in yourself as a seller, enough to go it alone but I urge you to consider such a 

move carefully before committing. 

Your real strengths and advantages lie in your opportunity to use the information in this book to make your home 

as appealing as possible while you hire the appropriate professionals to guide and support you through the process. 

Following these guidelines can result in greater satisfaction, less stress and more profit as an end result. 

Avoid the headaches and heartaches of showing, advertising and selling your home on your own. Don’t risk having 

your home sit on the market for months, possibly years, without action. Don’t overvalue or undervalue your home 

because of lack of knowledge, or lose prospective buyers because of inadequate photos or mistakes made during a 

showing. Leave yourself and your family free to enjoy life, secure in knowing you’re being looked after by a whole 

team of outstanding professionals, including a home stager. 

Use the information in these pages, have fun and here’s to selling your home quickly and for top dollar. Please, if 

you're inclined, reach out to me with questions and comments. I look forward to hearing from you. 
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Joanna is a professional home stager. She combines her creative background with a love of renovations, new 

construction, real estate and home decorating to design beautiful spaces. She is the creator and owner of ‘Staged for 

Upsell’ a home staging and decorating company based out of Halifax, Nova Scotia. 

Joanna has a passion for helping her clients realize their dreams and prepare their homes for sale. She embarked on 

this journey at an early age when her flair for decorating and updating spaces became evident. While still a teenager, 

with her mother away at work, she was entrusted with wallpapering and painting in their own family’s home. Her 

skill and attention to detail led to being enlisted to do the same work for coaches from school and the parents of 

friends. Her mother was, herself, an avid DIY’er, always engaged in some renovation project around the home and 

inevitably Joanna found herself with her sleeves rolled up and in the thick of it all. She has renovated several homes 

of her own. 

Her unique vision and creativity allow her to take so-so spaces and transform them into beautiful spaces that trigger 

all the right emotional responses in buyers. 

Time is critical when staging a home for sale. Joanna’s experience as an international trade show and event manager 

where she worked on large scale custom booths for large multi-nationals and VIP events and award ceremonies for 

Fortune 500 companies has made her uniquely qualified to envision, create and execute within extremely tight 

deadlines. 

Joanna also has an extensive marketing background with a focus on online marketing. She was employed as 

Marketing Director for a pharmaceutical skincare company and held marketing positions within other companies, 

notably, an international company that eventually sold for over $500 million dollars.  In conjunction with her 

staging talents, Joanna is always gratified if she can use her unique combination of expertise and knowledge to assist 

her clients in marketing their staged listings.  

When she isn’t busy with her career, Joanna enjoys the great outdoors – hiking, kayaking, fishing or, occasionally, 

just relaxing by the lake. 
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Connect with me: 

Thank you for reading my book, if you’d like to connect with me online, or have any questions please reach out to 
me via one or all of the methods below: 

Follow me on twitter:  https://twitter.com/StagedforUpsell 

Like me on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/StagedForUpsell 

Sign up for my blog: http://www.stagedforupsell.com/ 

Email: joanna@stagedforupsell.com 
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